Citing Web Materials

Document available on a website (New: include publisher after title)

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (Barber, 2004)
In text (quote): (Barber, 2004, para. 4)

Website no author (use publisher of website)


Electronic multimedia: Youtube, photo, podcast, video


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guRoWTYfxMs

Electronic copy of a journal article, retrieved from a database

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (Bertagnoli, 2004)
In text (quote): (Bertagnoli, 2004, p. 25)

Journal article with DOI or URL


https://doi.org/10.1037/0345/0278-6133.24.226


Online Newspaper article

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (Hilts, 1999)
In text (quote): (Hilts, 1999, p. 2)

Online Encyclopedia article - no Author (Include retrieval date)

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (“Coronavirus”, 2020)
In text (quote): (“Coronavirus”, 2020, para. 13)

Citing Books

Book (New: Publisher location no longer required)

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (Robbins & Langton, 2004)
In text (quote): (Robbins & Langton, 2004, p. 56)
Citing Print Journals & Newspapers

**Journal article**

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (Grescoe, 2004)
In text (quote): (Grescoe, 2004, p. 55)

**Journal article—more than twenty authors (first 20 then ... Last Author)**

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (Pegion et al., 2019)
In text (quote): (Pegion et al., 2019, pp. 2055-2056)

**Newspaper article—no author**

In References:


In text (paraphrase): (“New Drug”, 1993)
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